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This invention relates to a system of forming under 
ground tunnels, such as tunnels under streets, railroad 
tracks etc. for transportation, sewage disposal, water 
conveying and general conduit purposes-the invention 
being particularly directed to apparatus and methods for 
driving tunnels and conduits, of either short or relatively 
great lengths, through the ground. 
The tunnelling method frequently employed, for most 

soft ground conditions and where hand-mining is not 
technically or economically feasible, involves the use of a 
shield which is moved forwardly into a previously 
cleared position or forced forwardly into the ground, the 
shield serving as an excavating aid in addition to its 
functions as a temporary support for overburdens and as 
a protective device for the miners. After each forward 
movement of the shield a space is left in its tail between 
the tail diaphragm and the last of the previously erect 
ed annular liners-part of the primary lining of the 
tunnel-whereby another liner can be erected in said 
space. Accordingly to conventional practice, jacking 
equipment is mounted within the center of the shield, a 
plurality of jacks being brought into engagement with the 
front annular surface of the adjacent liner (which is firmly 
anchored in place through its operative attachment to 
the preceding liner assembly), the operative force exerted 
by the jacks upon the stationary primary lining reacting 
against the rear diaphragm of the shield to move the latter 
forwardly. Thus, conventional shield tunnelling tech 
niques all require the step of pushing the shield forwardly. 
It is accordingly necessary with such techniques that the 
primary liners be made sufficiently strong structurally not 
only to enable them to serve their main purpose of sup 
porting the operative load imposed upon the tunnel, but 
also to enable them to withstand the tremendous stresses 
induced in them when temporarily serving as a reaction 
abutment during the process of pushing the shield for 
wardly into the ground. This makes it necessary to re 
sort to costly materials and techniques, such as the use of 
relatively expensive cast iron liner segments, heavy gauge 
pressed steel segments or other fabricated steel or con 
crete segments with special reinforcing means, stiffened 
flanged liners, and such techniques as the employment of 
shoring-up devices, offset jacking shoes to reduce bending 
and moment-arm deflection of liner flanges, and relatively 
large-diameter jacking pistons. 

It is my objective to provide an apparatus and method 
of tunnelling which have none of the aforesaid shortcom 
ings, and which eliminate the need to use liners as struc 
tural members for employment in conjunction with the 
shield-driving mechanisms. And in this aspect of my 
invention it is a further object to provide a tunnelling 
technique which makes possible the use of primary liners 
whose sole function is to support their share of the load 
imposed on the tunnel during use, whereby relatively light 
and inexpensive liners and simple erecting techniques may 
be employed. 

In the accomplishment of the above-mentioned and 
other objectives of my invention, I employ therein an 
apparatus and method of pulling the shield forwardly into 
the ground, in contradistinction to the said conventional 
pushing method. My invention is also distinguishable 
from conventional apparatus and methods in that the jack 
ing equipment for propelling the shield forwardly is 
mounted outside of the shield, rather than in a relatively 
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inaccessible and inconvenient interior portion thereof as 
is necessary with conventional techniques. 

It is common knowledge that, despite the advantages 
of the use of shields for tunnel constructions, its use is 
often avoided because of the high cost of the primary 
lining, in addition to the cost of the shield itself. This is 
particularly true in tunnelling underneath railroad tracks, 
superhighways and streets, especially where the tunnel is 
to be used for sewage, water supply or as housing for 
electrical conductors or the like. The alternative methods 
of augering, hand-mining and pipe jacking are not always 
feasible due to variable ground conditions. With my in 
vention it is possible to employ the preferable shield tech 
nique due to the economies inherent in the “pull' method 
utilized by my apparatus. 
The method of my invention also permits the accom 

plishment of other objectives thereof, to wit: the erection 
of the primary lining outside of the tunnel and the pull 
ing of such lining into the ground when operatively at 
tached to the shield, thereby facilitating lining erection 
and assembly; providing a clear path for excavated muck 
and dirt at the starting pit and in the shield and enabling 
it to be removed without interference from jacking mem 
bers, as is the case with said conventional tunnelling ap 
paratus; eliminating the tail-void-the annular space 
created by the differential between the outside diameter 
of the primary liner plate and the outside diameter of 
the shield-thereby obviating the conventional operation 
of filling in such void with pea gravel, cement grout or 
other materials. 

Other objects, features and advantages will appear from 
the drawings, and the description hereinafter given. 

Referring to the drawings, 
FIG. 1 is a vertical longitudinal section of the starting 

and power-supply pits flanking a section of earth through 
which a tunnel is to be formed by the system of my in 
vention, the illustrated tunneling shield in the starting pit 
and jack device in the power-supply pit, constituting part 
of the apparatus of my invention, being shown in eleva 
tion, the jack device being shown in pulling position, the 
connecting means between the shield and jack device not 
being shown in this view. 

FIG. 2 is a section of FIG. 1 taken along line 2-2. 
FIG. 3 is a section of FIG. 1 taken along line 3-3. 
FIG. 4 is a section of FIG. 1 taken along line 4-4. 
FIG. 5 is a vertical longitudinal sectional view substan 

tially like FIG. 1, but showing the jack device in a push 
ing position, and showing a pipe member being pushed 
through the ground from the power-supply pit toward the 
starting pit, in accordance with a step in the method of 
this invention. 

FIG. 6 is a view like FIG. 5 after the completion of 
the steps of forcing the pipe through the ground, posi 
tioning wire guide templates in the starting and power 
Supply pits, extending a plurality of wire tension mem 
bers through the pipe while in place, and attaching the 
rear end portions of said wire members to the front dia 
phragm portion of the tunneling shield, the jack appara 
tus in the power-supply pit not being shown in this view. 

FIG. 7 is a view like FIG. 6, but showing front por 
tions of the wire tension members operatively attached 
to the carriage frame of the jack mechanism in the power 
supply pit. 

FIG. 8 is a view like FIG. 7, but showing the position 
of one of the wire strands in the process of being op 
eratively drawn taut. 

FIG. 9 is a section of FIG. 7 taken substantially along 
line 9-9. 

FIG. 10 is a section of FIG. 8 taken substantially 
along line 10-10. 

FIG. 11 is a view like FIG. 8 after the completion of 
the steps of drawing all the wire strands taut. 
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FIG. 12 is a view like FIG. 11, but showing the tun 
neling shield and a number of operatively erected primary 
liners in position after operative pulling actions by the 
jack mechanism in the power-supply pit. 

FIG. 13 is a view like FIG. 12, but showing the tun 
neling shield close to the end of its operative path through 
the earth, the shield being shown extending into the power 
Supply pit, primary liners being shown operatively in place 
throughout the entire extent of the tunnel. 

FIG. 14 is a side elevational view of the shield mem 
ber operatively employed in conjunction with my inven 
tion, fragments being sectioned for clarity. 

FIG. 15 is a fragmentary front view of FIG. 14, a 
portion being removed for clarity. 

FIG. 16 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical longitu 
dinal section of FIG. 15, showing a plurality of liners 
operatively in place. 

FIG. 17 is a vertical longitudinal section, substantially 
like FIG. 13, showing a modified form of my invention, 
a plurality of liners being shown operatively attached to 
the tunneling shield while it is being operatively drawn 
through the ground. 

FIG. 18 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical longitu 
dinal section of the shield and attached liners of FIG. 17. 

FIG. 19 is a fragmentary longitudinal section of an 
other form of my invention, showing a tunneling shield 
having an inner liner therein and rear outer liners the 
outside diameters of which are equal to the outside di 
ameter of the shell of the shield, this embodiment be 
ing adapted to eliminate tail void. 

Referring to the form of my invention illustrated in 
FIGS. 1 to 16, the starting pit 20 and the power-supply 
pit 21, which flank the section of earth 22 supporting the 
tracks 23, contain the tunneling shield 24 and the jack 
mechanism generally designated 25, respectively. In the 
embodiment shown, the shield 24 is supported by a cradle 
26, FIG. 1 showing the tail 27 of the shield facing the rear 
of the starting pit 20 and the hood 28 in abutment with 
the Wall of planking 29 at the front of the pit supporting 
the rear wall of the earth section 22. The said starting 
pit 20 is defined by a framework generally designated 30; 
and the power-supply pit 21 is defined by a framework 
generally designated 31. As will appear from the descrip 
tion hereinafter given, the shield 24 contains an internal 
diaphragm member 32 adapted to support tension wires 
connected to the jack mechanism in the power-supply pit, 
the tail 27 of the shield being adapted to accommodate 
therein primary liners operatively erected in a manner 
well known to those skilled in the art. The front periph 
ery of the hood portion 28 is adapted to pierce the earth 
as the shield is operatively moved forwardly, miners sta 
tioned below the hood performing their digging operations 
and depositing the excavated material from the earth sec 
tion 22 into suitable receptacle means positioned within 
the shield and adapted to be withdrawn Tearwardly-an 
operation which can be performed during the use of my 
invention in view of the fact that there are no obstruc 
tions within the shield in contrast with conventional ap 
paratus employing pushing jacks positioned centrally 
Within the shield. It should be noted that before the 
start of the operation of moving the shield forwardly, the 
entire Section 34 of the planking 29 positioned within the 
periphery of the outer shell of the shield is removed, 
thereby to permit the shield to engage the earth and per 
form its tunneling operation. 
The jack apparatus 25 in the power-supply pit 21 con 

sists of carriage member 35 having a frame 36 mounted 
on the wheeled undercarriage 37, the latter having the 
wheels 38 rollably positioned on the tracks 39 supported 
upon the floor of the pit. In the operative pulling posi 
tion of the jack mechanism 25, such as is illustrated in 
FIG. 12, the rear wall 40 of the carriage frame 36 has at 
tached thereto the pistons 4 of the hydraulic jacks 42, 
said jacks each having rear flanges 43 in engagement with 
the respective abutment members 44. In the embodiment 
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4. 
shown, there are four hydraulic jacks 42, each being in 
engagement with an obliquely disposed one of said abut 
ment members 44, the latter being operatively supported 
by the frame 45 in known manner. On the forward 
portion of the frame 36 of the carriage are a plurality 
of gripping devices 46, each of these being adapted to re 
ceive therethrough one of the tension wire members 8. 
employed in my invention (hereinbelow described) and 
hold them against displacement. It is not deemed neces 
Sary to describe the structure of these gripping devices, 
since they are well known to those skilled in the art, and 
further because a detailed description thereof is not neces 
Sary for an understanding of the present invention. Suf 
fice it to Say that when a wire strand is inserted in one 
of said gripping devices, and the device operatively 
locked, it will grip the wire and prevent it from slipping 
back during the application of tension to the wire. 
The structure of one form of tunneling shield according 

to my invention will be seen from FIGS. 14 to 16. The 
Shield 24 has the usual outer shell or skin 47, the hood 
portion 28 having a sharpened and hardened peripheral 
front edge 48 suitably adapted for its operative function 
of penetrating the earth. It will be observed that the 
lower front portion of the shield also contains a peripheral 
sharpened edge portion 49, similarly suited for its in 
tended function of penetrating the earth. Although the 
particular shield illustrated has a semi-cylindrical hood 
portion, it is understood that this invention is not limited 
thereto, since full or various forms of partially cylindrical 
ploughing sections can be employed with my invention 
with the same force and effect as the particular form 
illustrated in the drawings. Disposed medially within 
the Shield is said diaphragm member 32 comprising the 
rear diaphragm portion 50 and the front diaphragm por 
tion 5. In the particular embodiment illustrated, said 
diaphragm 32 is composed of a plurality of channel-like 
Sections 53 Suitably attached, such as by welding, to the 
inner circumferential portion of the shell 47, there being 
One Series of Such Sections forming said rear diaphragm 
50, and another forwardly disposed series of sections 54 
forming the front diaphragm portion 51. Bridging the 
circumferential gap between the legs 55 and 56 of said 
respective channel sections 53 and 54 is the annular 
Wall 57-of cylindrical configuration-said wall and the 
portion of shell 47 disposed over the diaphragm 32, to 
gether with the respective rear and front webs 58 and 59 
of Said channel-like members 53 and 54, forming the hol 
low interior chamber 60 of said diaphragm member 32. 
Said annular wall 57 has a plurality of apertures 6 there 
in over which are disposed a plurality of cover plates 62 
Suitably attached to wall 57 by fasteners 63, whereby said 
cover plates can be removed and access gained to the 
chamber 60 whenever required. The rear webs 58 contain 
a plurality of holes 64 therein for manual access to the 
chamber 60; and they also contain a plurality of other 
holes 65 to receive bolt means for use in a form of my in 
vention to be hereinbelow described. The front webs 59 
also contain a plurality of holes 66 for receiving there 
through portions of the tension wires employed in my in 
vention. 

Attached to the inside walls of said front webs 59 are 
the gripping devices 67 constituting tension member an 
choring means, these being similar to the gripping devices 
46 herein above described in connection with the carriage 
member 25 in the power-supply pit 21. Said gripping 
devices 67 are So arranged with respect to holes 66 that 
a wire inserted through any of the latter holes will also 
enter the adjacent gripping device 67 for operative grip 
ping thereby. Adjacent each of said holes 66 is a rounded 
rest member 66a with which the wires operatively in 
Serted through holes 66 and gripped by devices 67 will 
be in resting engagement. In the particular form of this 
apparatus described stiffening members 68 are disposed 
between the front diaphragm member 5 and the front 
of the hood 27, to provide structural strength for the hood 
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during its operative engagement with the earth. The said 
gripping devices 67 are preferably in circumferentially 
spaced relation within the shield, the said gripping devices 
46 on frame 36 being correspondingly spaced. 

In the operative practice of my invention, holes 69 
and 70 (see FIG. 5) are drilled into the planking 29 and 
29a at the starting and power-supply pits, respectively; 
and then a pipe member 71-shown composed of coupled 
together sections-is forced through the ground through 
both of these holes. One method of performing this 
operation is illustrated in FIG. 5 which shows the car 
riage member 25 reversed from the position shown in 
FIG. 1, the hydraulic jacks 42 having their flanges 43 
in abutting engagement with the abutment member 72 
at the front end of the power-supply pit 21. A push 
member 73 is attached to the rear of the carriage 25 
and brought into engagement with the front end of the 
foremost one of the pipe sections 71. Rearward pres 
sure is operatively applied to the pipe member, forcing 
it through the ground 22. It is preferred that the pipe 
member 71 be pushed through in sections, each section 
being secured together to the adjacent section by a cou 
pling 7ia. The specific manner in which the pipe mem 
ber 71 is forced through the ground 22 is not limited to 
that hereinabove described, since other known methods 
may be employed for this operation. The central plank 
ing section 34 (FIG. 2) is then removed from the start 
ing pit. 20, and in place thereof a wire guide template 74 
is inserted, said template consisting of a solid wall 74a 
containing a plurality of radial slits 75 extending from a 
central aperture 76 outwardly predetermined equal dis 
tances. It is preferred that the terminal portions 77 of 
each of said slits 75, and the correspondingly positioned 
gripping devices 46 on frame 25 and 67 in the shield 
24 be at substantially the same horizontal levels. A 
similar wire guide template 78 is positioned at the rear 
most portion of the power-supply pit 21, as indicated in 
FIGS. 6, 7 and 8. The said template also contains a 
plurality of radial slits 79 extending outwardly from the 
central apertured portion 80 to the outermost portions 
80a, the latter being preferably at the same respective 
horizontal levels as the correspondingly positioned outer 
most portions 77 of slits 75 of the guide template 74. 
A plurality of pre-stressed tension wires 81, correspond 

ing in number to the gripping devices 46 and 67 of said 
carriage member 25 and shield 24, respectively, are then 
inserted through the pipe 71, so that the rearmost ends of 
said wires extend rearwardly into the starting pit 20 and 
the foremost portions extend into, and beyond, the power 
supply pit 21. It is preferred that together with said ten 
sion wires 81 a signal wire conductor 82 also be intro 
duced, to enable the operators in the starting and power 
supply pits to be in communication with each other 
or to effectuate starting and stopping signal impulses by 
means known to those skilled in the art. The pipe 
71 is then withdrawn, preferably into the power-supply 
pit 21, the couplings being successively removed so that 
the sections of the pipe may be readily detached and 
carted away. 
The rear end portions 81a of the wire strands are 

then spread out radially, as shown in FIG. 6, and opera 
tively attached to the gripping devices 67 within the 
diaphragm member 32 of the shield 24. 
By referring to FIG. 7 it will be noted that the car 

riage member 25 has been returned to the position 
shown in FIG. 1, the hydraulic jack member 42 being 
in operative engagement with the abutment members 44, 
in the manner aforesaid. The front end portions 81b 
of the tension wires are then operatively attached to 
the respective gripping members 46. Referring to FIG. 
8 it will be seen that said wire sections 81b extend for 
wardly from the gripping device 46. A pull is then 
applied to one of the wires, such as wire 8c, in the di 
rection of the arrow A (FIG. 8), by any pulling means 
known to those skilled in the art, such as by a winch, 
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motor etc. During the application of the pull, the wire 
81c is forced radially outwardly-guided by the corre 
spondingly positioned slits 76 and 79 in the respective 
wire guide templates 74 and 78-cutting through the 
earth until it is in taut condition as indicated by the 
dot-dash line 81c. Similar pulls are then applied to 
each one of the wires within the pit 21 until all the 
wires are taut and extending linearly through the earth 
section, as shown in FIG. 11. When this point has 
been reached, the tunnel-forming operation is ready to 
begin. The tension wires in this final position are sub 
stantially parallel to the boring axis, it being under 
stood, however, that, within the intent and purpose of 
this invention, such wires may be somewhat convergent 
or divergent. 
When power is operatively applied to the jack mem 

bers 42, the pistons 41 thereof will exert a forwardly 
directed force upon the carriage member 25, since the 
stationary portions of the jack members 42 are in abut 
ment with the stationary abutment members 44. The 
rail-mounted carriage 25 will then move forwardly; and 
since the tension wires 81 are tautly connected between 
carriage 25 and the shield 24, the shield will be opera 
tively moved forwardly through the earth 22. When 
the carriage 25 reaches the most forwardly part of its 
operative path, the gripping members 46 are operatively 
released, in known manner, the carriage then being re 
turned to the starting position shown in FIG. 11 and 
indicated by dot-dash lines in FIG. 12, and the grip 
ping members 46 again operatively brought into gripping 
engagement with the respective wires positioned therein 
when the wires are operatively in taut condition. The 
power is then again operatively applied to the jacks 42, 
and the pulling action repeated in the manner aforesaid, 
thereby further advancing the shield into the ground. 
It is understood that the steps of excavating and remov 
ing the earth are performed by miners or operators sub 
stantially in the manner employed in conventional shield 
pushing techniques, except that, as aforesaid, the dirt 
and muck can be more readily removed through the 
shield since there are no obstructing jacks as are present 
in conventional push mechanisms. With each forward 
movement, a space is provided-the workers setting up 
primary liners 83 in such spaces in conventional man 
ner. By referring to FIGS. 14 and 16, it will be seen 
that the segmented primary liners 83 have been set up 
and attached to each other by fasteners 84 and 85. The 
distance B (FIG. 16), formed by the operative forward 
movement of the shield, is to be filled in by the liner 
83a represented by dot-dash lines. FIG. 12 shows the 
shield partly through the proposed tunnel, and FIG. 13 
shows it almost fully through-the last primary liners 
to be erected when the shield is in its final operative position. 

It is apparent from the above description that through 
out the tunneling process no pressure or tunneling force 
has been applied to the liners 83, as is required by the 
conventional shield-pushing technique. Hence the liners 
need have no greater structural strength than required for 
their normal load-bearing functions-thereby resulting in 
the attainment of all the objectives and advantages here 
inabove set forth. 

In the form of my invention shown in FIGS. 17 and 18, 
the liners 86 are shown attached by the fasteners 86a to 
the diaphragm 32-said fasteners extending through the 
said holes 65 in the rear diaphragm member 50. Hence, 
when the shield 24 is pulled forwardly by the tension 
members 81, in the manner aforesaid, the liners 86 are 
simultaneously pulled forwardly. It is thus possible to 
assemble a feasible number of such liners outside of the 
tunnel, making for a more convenient, safer and more 
economical process. 

In the embodiment of my invention illustrated in FIG. 
19, the first liner 87 is shown attached to the diaphragm 
32 of the shield 24. The other liners 88, with outside 
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diameters equal to that of the outside of shell 47, are 
connected to the liner 87 and to each other by the respec 
tive fasteners 89 and 90. Upon the operative forward 
pull of the shield 24, in the manner above described, the 
liners 88 will be operatively moved forwardly without 
creating the tail void (such as 91 shown in FIG. 18) 
which is formed when the liners are set up within the 
shield as is necessary with conventional push-shield ap 
paratus. Accordingly, the costly operation of filling in 
the tail void can be obviated by my invention. 

In the above description, the invention has been dis 
closed merely by way of example and in preferred man 
ner; but obviously many variations and modifications may 
be made therein. It is to be understood, therefore, that 
the invention is not limited to any form or manner of 
practicing same, except insofar as such limitations are 
specified in the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a tunnelling apparatus for forming a tunnel 

through a section of earth, a tunnelling shield at the rear 
of said earth-section, said shield having a peripheral por 
tion Surrounding a boring axis, a plurality of anchoring 
means in circumferentially spaced relation within the 
shield, a plurality of parallel tension members attached 
to Said respective anchoring means and extending linearly 
forwardly in the direction of said boring axis through 
said earth-section, and pulling means positioned forward 
ly of said earth-section, said pulling means having a car 
riage movable in the general direction of the longitudi 
nal extent of said tension members, a frame on said car 
riage having thereon a plurality of spaced gripping mem 
bers corresponding in number and spacing to said anchor 
ing means and in operative gripping engagement with 
said respective tension members. 

2. In a tunnelling apparatus, the combination accord 
ing to claim 1, said pulling means having hydraulic jack 
imeans disposed rearwardly of said carriage, stationary 
abutment means disposed rearwardly of said jack means, 
Said jack means being positioned between and in opera 
tive engagement with said abutment means and said frame 
of Said carriage, whereby upon an operative actuation of 
Said jack means said carriage means will be moved for 
wardly and the said shield correspondingly advanced 
through the medium of said tension members. 

3. In a tunneling apparatus, the combination according 
to claim 1, said anchoring means being circumferentially 
Spaced adjacent the said peripheral portion of said shield, 
the said gripping members on said frame corresponding 
in number and position to said anchoring means, said 
pulling means having a plurality of hydraulic jacks dis 
posed rearwardly of said carriage and each having a sta 
tionary cylinder and a movable piston, stationary abut 
ment means disposed rearwardly of said jacks, said cylin 
ders being in abutting engagement with said abutment 
means and said piston being in abutting engagement with 
said frame, whereby upon an operative actuation of said 
jacks said carriage means will be moved forwardly and 
the said shield correspondingly advanced through the 
medium of said tension members. 

4. In a tunnelling apparatus, a tunnelling shield having 
a cylindrical shell surrounding a boring axis, an annular 
diaphragm member attached to the inner surface of said 
shell, a plurality of circumferentially spaced gripping elle 
ments attached to said diaphragm member, a plurality of 
substantially parallel tension members attached to said 
gripping elements and extending forwardly therefrom 
substantially parallel to said boring axis, and pulling means 
spaced forwardly from said shield and attached to said 
tension members at circumferential portions of said 
pulling means spaced to correspond with said circum 
ferentially spaced gripping elements, whereby the opera 
tive action of said pulling means will advance said tension 
members and said shield. 

5. In a tunnelling apparatus, a tunnelling shield having 
a cylindrical shell Surrounding a boring axis, an annular 
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diaphragm member attached to the inner surface of said 
shell, said diaphragm member having front and rear an 
nular walls in spaced relation and disposed in planes Sub 
stantially normal to the axis of said shell, a plurality of 
gripping elements attached in circumferentially spaced 
relation to one of said annular walls and positioned be 
tween both of said annular walls, a plurality of substan 
tially parallel tension members attached to said gripping 
elements and extending forwardly therefrom substantially 
parallel to said boring axis, and pulling means spaced for 
wardly from said shield and attached to said respective 
tension members at circumferential portions of said pulling 
means spaced to correspond with said circumferentially 
spaced gripping elements, whereby the operative action 
of said pulling means will advance said tension members 
and said shield. 

6. In a tunnelling apparatus, the combination accord 
ing to claim 5, said gripping elements being attached to 
said front annular wall, said front annular wall having a 
plurality of apertured portions in registry with said respec 
tive gripping elements, said tension members extending 
through said respective apertured portions. 

7. In a tunnelling apparatus, the combination accord 
ing to claim 5, said diaphragm member having an inner 
cylindrical wall attached to said front and rear annular 
walls, said shell, front and rear annular walls and said 
cylindrical wall combinatively forming a chamber within 
said diaphragm member, said gripping elements being dis 
posed within said chamber. 

8. In a tunnelling apparatus, the combination according 
to claim 5, said gripping elements being attached to said 
front annular wall, said rear annular wall having a plu 
rality of apertured portions therein, and fastener means 
for said apertured portions, whereby a tunnel liner mem 
ber may be operatively attached to said diaphragm mem 
ber, 

9. In a tunnelling apparatus, the combination according 
to claim 5, said gripping elements being attached to Said 
front annular wall, said rear annular wall having a plu 
rality of apertured portions therein, an annular tunnel 
liner member adjacent said diaphragm member and hav 
ing a plurality of apertured portions in registry with the 
said apertured portions of said rear annular wall of the 
diaphragm member, and fastener means extending through 
the correspondingly positioned apertured portions of said 
rear annular wall and said liner member. 

10. In a tunnelling apparatus, the combination accord 
ing to claim 5, said gripping elements being attached to 
said front annular wall, said rear annular wall having a 
plurality of apertured portions therein, a front tunnel liner 
member adjacent said diaphragm member and positioned 
inside said shell, and having a plurality of apertured por 
tions in registry with the said apertured portions of said 
rear annular wall of the diaphragm member, fastener 
means extending through the correspondingly positioned 
apertured portions of said rear annular wall and said 
liner member, and a rear annular tunnel liner member 
attached to said front liner member and positioned out 
side of said shell, the outside diameter of said rear liner 
member being equal to the outside diameter of the cylin 
drical shell of said shield and being disposed rearwardly 
thereof whereby the outer surfaces of said cylindrical shell 
and rear liner member are flush. 

11. In a tunnelling apparatus for forming a tunnel 
through a section of earth, a tunnelling shield at the rear 
of said earth-section, said shield having a peripheral por 
tion surrounding a boring axis, a plurality of anchoring 
means circumferentially spaced within the shield, a plu 
rality of substantially parallel tension members attached 
to said anchoring means and extending forwardly in the 
direction of said boring axis through and in engagement 
with the mass of said earth-section, pulling means posi 
tioned forwardly of said earth-section and having thereon 
a plurality of circumferential gripping members Spaced to 
correspond with the spacing of said anchoring means and 
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in operative gripping engagement with said respective ten 
Sion members, and a tension member guide template hav 
ing a plurality of apertures therein comprising a central 
opening and a plurality of substantially radial sits extend 
ing outwardly from said central opening, there being one 
of Said slits for each of said tension members, said ten 
Sion members extending through said apertures. 

12. In a tunnelling apparatus for forming a tunnel 
through a section of earth, a tunneling shield at the rear 
of Said earth-Section, said shield having a peripheral por 
tion Surrounding a boring axis, a plurality of anchoring 
means circumferentially spaced within the shield, a piu 
rality of Substantially parallel tension members attached 
to Said anchoring means and extending forwardly in the 
direction of said boring axis through and in engagement 
With the mass of said earth-section, pulling means posi 
tioned forwardly of said earth-section and having thereon 
a plurality of circumferential gripping members spaced 
to correspond with the spacing of said anchoring means in 
operative gripping engagement with said respective ten 
Sion members, a rear tension member guide template posi 
tioned forwardly of said tunnelling shield, and a front 
tension member guide template positioned rearwardly of 
Said pulling means, each of said guide templates compris 
ing a central opening and a plurality of substantially 
radial sits extending outwardly from said central open 
ing, there being one of said slits for each of said tension 
members, said tension members extending through said 
apertures of both of said templates. 

13. In a tunnelling apparatus for forming a tunnel 
through a Section of earth, a tunnelling shield at the rear 
of Said earth-Section, said shield having a peripheral por 
tion Surrounding a boring axis, pulling means positioned 
forwardly of said earth-section, and tension means extend 
ing through and in engagement with the mass of said 
earth-Section, Said tension means comprising a plurality of 
tension members attached to spaced sections of said pe 
ripheral portion of the shield and extending forwardly 
therefrom in the direction of and substantially parallel to 
its said boring axis and connected to said pulling means 
at spaced sections thereof positioned to correspond with 
said spaced sections of said shield. 

14. In a method of tunnelling through a section of 
earth With a tunnelling shield having a peripheral portion 
Surrounding a boring axis, the steps of positioning said 
shield rearwardly of said earth-section, passing a plurality 
of substantially parallel tension members through and in 
engagement with the mass of said section and attaching 
said substantially parallel tension members to the said pe 
ripheral portion of said shield, positioning said respective 
tension members linearly forwardly of said peripheral 
portion, and applying a forward pull to said tension men 
bers until said tension members are substantially parallel 
with said boring axis, and thereby operatively advancing 
said tension members and said shieid through said earth 
section. 

15. In a method of tunneiling through a section of 
earth with a tunnelling shield having a peripheral portion 
surrounding a boring axis, the steps of positioning said 
shield rearwardly of said earth-section, passing a plurality 
of substantially parallel tension members through and in 
engagement with the mass of Said Section betwen a region 
rearwardly of Said earth-section and a region forwardly 
thereof, attaching said substantially parallel tension mem 
bers within said rearward region to said peripheral por 
tion of said shield at spaced portions thereof, positioning 
said respective tension members linearly forwardly of said 
peripheral portion, positioning pulling means forwardly 
of said earth-section and attaching said parallel tension 
members within said forward region to said pulling means 
at portions thereof corresponding to said spaced portions 
on said shield, and causing said pulling means to exert a 
forward pull on said tension members until said tension 
members are substantially parallel with said boring axis, 
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thereby operatively advancing said tension members and 
side shield through said earth-section. 

16. In a method of tunnelling through a section of 
earth with a tunnelling shield having a peripheral portion 
Surrounding a boring axis, the steps of positioning said 
shield rearwardly of said earth-section, passing a plurality 
of substantially parallel tension members between a re 
gion rearwardly of Said earth-section and a region for 
wardly thereof, attaching said tension members within 
Said rearward region to circumferentially spaced sections 
of Said peripheral portion of said shield, positioning said 
respective tension members linearly forwardly of said pe 
ripheral portion, positioning pulling means forwardly of 
Said earth-Section and attaching said tension members 
Within Said forward region to circumferentially spaced 
portions of said pulling means corresponding to said 
Spaced sections of Said shield's peripheral portion, and 
causing said pulling means to exert a pull in the direction 
of Said boring axis on said tension members until said 
tension members are substantially parallel with said boring 
axis thereby operatively advancing said tension members 
and shield through said earth-section. 

7. In a method of tunnelling through a section of 
earth with a tunnelling shield having a peripheral portion 
Surrounding a boring axis, the steps of positioning said 
shield rearwardly of said earth-section, boring a hole 
through said earth-section substantially in line with the 
axis of said shield, passing a plurality of substantially 
parallel tension members through said bored hole and at 
taching rear portions of said tension members to circum 
ferentially spaced sections of said peripheral portion of 
Said shield, positioning said respective tension members 
linearly forwardly of said peripheral portion, applying 
generally forward pulls in the direction of said boring 
axis to said tension members until they are taut and sub 
stantially parallel with said boring axis and applying an 
additional forward pull to said tension members, thereby 
operatively advancing said shield through Said earth 
section. 

18. In a method of tunnelling through a section of 
earth with a tunnelling shield having a peripheral portion 
surrounding a boring axis, the steps of positioning said 
shield rearwardly of said earth-section, boring a hole 
through said earth-section Substantially in line with the 
axis of Said shield, passing a plurality of Substantially 
parallel tension members through said bored hole and at 
taching rear portions of said tension members to circum 
ferentially spaced sections of said peripheral portion of 
said shield, positioning said respective tension members 
to said tension members until they are substantially hori 
Zontal and taut, and applying an additional forward pull 
to said tension members in the direction of Said boring 
axis thereby operatively advancing said shield through 
said earth-section. 

9. In a method of tunnelling through a section of 
earth with a tunnelling shield having a peripheral portion 
surrounding a boring axis, the steps of positioning said 
shield rearwardly of said earth-section, passing a plurality 
of substantially parallel tension members through and in 
engagement with the mass of said section and attaching 
said substantially parallel tension means to said peripheral 
portion of said shield, positioning Said respective tension 
members linearly forwardly of said peripheral portion, 
attaching a cylindrical tunnel liner to said shield, and ap 
plying a forward pull to said tension members until they 
are substantially parallel with Said boring axis, and there 
by operatively advancing said tension members and said 
shield and said liner through said earth-section. 

20. In a method of tunnelling through a section of 
earth with a tunnelling shield having a rear tail thereon 
having a peripheral portion Surrounding a boring axis, the 
step of positioning said shield rearwardly of said earth 
section, passing a plurality of substantially parallel ten 
Sion members through said section and attaching Said 
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substantially parallel tension members to said peripheral 
portion of said shield, positioning said respective tension 
members linearly forwardly of said peripheral portion, 
Selecting a cylindrical tunnel liner having the same out 
side diameter as the outside diameter of said shield at 
taching said liner at the rear edge of said tail and there 
behind, whereby the outer surfaces of said liner and tail 
are flush, and applying a forward pull to said tension 
members until said tension members are substantially 
parallel with said boring axis, and thereby operatively ad 
vancing said shield and said liner through said earth 
section. 

21. In a method of tunnelling through a section of 
earth with a tunnelling shield having a rear tail thereon 
having a peripheral portion Surrounding a boring axis, 
the steps of positioning said shield rearwardly of Said 
earth-section, passing a plurality of Substantially parallel 
tension members through said Section and attaching said 
Substantially parallel tension members to said peripheral 
portion of said shield, positioning said respective tension 
members linearly forwardly of said peripheral portion, 
attaching a cylindrical tunnel liner to said shield within 
said tail, selecting a second cylindrical tunnel liner hav 
ing the same outside diameter as the outside diameter of 
said shield, attaching said second liner at the rear edge 
of said tail and therebehind, whereby the outer Surfaces 
of said second liner and tail are flush, and applying a for 
ward pull to said tension members until said tension mem 
bers are substantially parallel with said boring axis, there 
by operatively advancing said shield and said liners 
through said earth-section. 
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22. In a method of tunnelling through a section of 
earth with a tunnelling shield having a peripheral portion 
Surrounding a boring axis, the steps of positioning Said 
shield rearwardly of said earth-section, passing a plurality 
of tension members through and in engagement with the 
mass of said section, attaching said tension members to 
said peripheral portion of said shield, positioning said re 
spective tension members linearly forwardly of said pe 
ripheral portion, and applying a forward pull in a direc 
tion Substantially parallel to said boring axis to said ten 
Sion members until said tension members are substan 
tially parallel with said boring axis, and thereby opera 
tively advancing said tension members and said shield 
through said earth-section. 
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